
 

 

 

 

MARRIAGE MENTORS 

The primary goal of marriage mentoring is to help equip couples for a happy, healthy marriage by 

teaching them vital communication and conflict resolution skills and sharing their own life experiences. 

Marriage Mentors are couples who are motivated and excited to help guide premarital and married 

couples through the challenges of living life together. Marriage mentors are not only seeking to help 

couples through difficult times but are also interested in hearing couples’ success stories. Marriage 

Mentors are a resource of support, encouragement, and accountability for premarital and married 

couples. Marriage Mentors are seasoned couples with life experience to share with other couples. 

At Brooklife, couples seeking marriage mentoring take the Prepare/Enrich Assessment. Mentors are 

trained to read the completed assessment and facilitate discussion based on the results. Mentors meet 

with a couple for a total of six sessions.  

 

MARRIAGE SHORT-TERM GROUP LEADERS 

Marriage Short-Term Groups will occur two times throughout the year.  The groups will range in 

duration depending on the specific marriage study used. Short-Term Group Leaders consist of couples 

excited to learn and share communication and conflict-resolution skills with group members. Leaders 

will be trained in facilitating groups and on individual studies used. The group leaders are responsible for 

creating a small group environment where couples have the opportunity to experience the love of Jesus, 

find life-giving relationships, and pursue their God-given purpose while growing their marriage.  Group 

leaders will be a source of support, encouragement, and accountability to married couples within the 

group.   

 

MARRIAGE EVENT PLANNERS 

Marriage events will occur two to three times a year.  These events will allow married couples to 

connect and grow together while having fun with other couples from Brooklife Church. Marriage Event 

Planners will assist Marriage Care Coordinators with the planning and execution of these events.  To 

fulfill this role, we seek married individuals or couples who are excited about planning events, 

passionate about the marriage ministry, and dedicated to putting together a great program.  

 
IF INTERESTED IN JOINING THE MARRIAGE CARE TEAM, PLEASE EMAIL KRISTA PAUL 

MAILTO:KPAUL@BROOKLIFE.ORG

